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Now you can subscribe to our quarterly 

magazine LeaderShip online at 

www.angloeasternunivan.com

Simply go to the newsletter section on the  

home page and you can subscribe to the latest 

news and articles from Anglo-Eastern Univan 

Group and also access the e-magazine version 

of  LeaderShip. 

Once you have subscribed, you will receive  

all of  the updates from Anglo-Eastern Univan 

Group throughout the year on your computer, 

tablet and mobile phone. 

E-magazine 
notification & 
subscriptions

We welcome your suggestions for

LeaderShip  
Please email us at leadership@angloeastern.com
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Luckily, we have a nice pipeline of  

newbuildings coming in. We are privileged 

to have first class clients with a long-term 

view on the shipping market. And we keep 

on closing in on new accounts.

Consolidation and improvement

Overall, we ended the year with very small 

growth but consolidated our position with 

a younger fleet and made strides with an 

improved customer profile in the process.

During this relative period of  stability, there 

have also been major changes for many 

of  our staff, including relocation of  people 

in shore positions, shortened contracts on 

board and changes in crew nationalities 

and ship types; routines have been affected 

throughout the company. We know that at 

times like this, there is a risk in taking this 

flexibility for granted. So, let me start  

the year by thanking all of  you for seeing  

this through with us – seafarers and shore 

staff  alike. How we handle these changes  

is part of  our strength.  The compensation 

lies in an even stronger platform going 

forward. But for now, I repeat, thanks to all.

Peter Cremers

Executive Chairman  
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Handling change  
with strength

Another year? not really. With some delay the effects 
of the continuing depressed shipping markets are 
landing on our desks as well. We have been on the 
receiving end of recycling, selling off of fleets, lay ups 
and clients no longer underwriting our minimum 
quality standards and leaving us.

CHAiRMAn’S MESSAGECHAiRMAn’S MESSAGE

“So, let me start the 
year by thanking all of 
you for seeing this through 
with us – seafarers and 
shore staff alike. 

”



almost uncanny ability to see a train wreck 

coming, even though the indicators are 

subtle and for most perhaps unrecognizable. 

But we can all hone our skills by asking 

ourselves ‘what if’ questions.

To no surprise, 2017 has started where  

2016 ended, which means with great 

uncertainty, not only politically and in world 

markets, but for shipping too. And the trend 

in the year ahead is not clear at all. For all 

of  us, we need to hope for the best but 

plan for the worst. Whatever your job, think 

ahead and don’t assume it’ll be smooth 

sailing. Know what you will do if  things turn 

out differently than expected. That way, as a 

company, we will be best possibly prepared 

for both the opportunities and risks that lie 

ahead. Together, we will be able to help our 

clients weather the difficulties of  the market 

and emerge successful when the crisis 

finally abates.

Think ahead. Make plans and prepare for 

the unexpected. Watch out for yourself  and 

your colleagues. Stay safe.

Bjorn Hojgaard

CEO
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I had just relocated to Singapore to manage 

the company’s ship owning office there – a 

subsidiary with 40 ships on the books at the 

time and annual turnover of  USD 300 million. 

I was 31 years old and this was my first real 

overseas posting.

Why was this good advice? Pretty simple: 

Nothing ever works the way you hope or 

want it to, at least not for complex systems 

where many things can go wrong.

Hope is something we should all have. It’s 

essential to a positive mental outlook and it 

keeps our dreams alive. But it shouldn’t be 

our strategy. 

Luck favours the prepared

These days, I rely on planning and 

contingency planning, risk assessment, 

doing, acting and feedback analysis so I 

can adjust the planning and contingency 

planning. Then do it all over again.

People who don’t do contingency planning 

are usually young and immature. With age 

and experience comes the knowledge that 

things rarely go as planned and luck favours 

the prepared!

The advice is as applicable from passage 

planning to the next hour of  navigation on 

the Bridge or in the conduct of  the Engine 

Room and works planned there, as it is in 

the management of  a company. We all need 

to look ahead, and anticipate what can 

go wrong, so that we can make decisions 

about what we will do if  this or that situation 

develops in a way that wasn’t part of   

the plan.

Prepare for opportunities and risks

In fact, one of  the things I have learned over 

the years working with the management of  

ships, onboard or ashore, is that the best 

ship managers are people who can “see 

around corners.” Some people have an 

Hope is not a strategy

“Hope is not a strategy.” These were the words from  
a wise mentor i had early on in my career. 

CEo’S MESSAGE

“Whatever your job, 
think ahead and don’t 
assume it’ll be smooth 
sailing. Know what  
you will do if things turn  
out differently than 
expected. 

”
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TECHnoLoGy
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“There have been instances where the 
weight was wrongly declared and the crane 
was overloaded resulting in a breakdown. 

”
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investigation of several incidents with deck 
cranes have shown that several misconceptions 
exist about design, operation and maintenance 
of deck cranes. We have summarized the main 
misapprehensions in this article.

A new focus  
on cranes

Misconception 1: overload

Misconception. I don’t need to worry about overloading the crane; the 

manufacturer built a big safety factor into the design.

Fact. This is the single most dangerous misconception about cranes. 

Although some parts of  a deck crane are designed with a built-in safety 

factor, this is not true of  the whole crane system.

The crane is attached to a structure that may not have these same safety 

factors. The crane’s SWL should be respected at all times.

Economical load-checking devices are added to almost all brands and 

types of  deck cranes now. In case they aren’t it is not always possible to 

know exactly what 30 tons is when you see it? Without markings, who could 

tell? There have been instances where the weight was wrongly declared 

and the crane was overloaded resulting in a breakdown. Even when 

the load was clearly marked, countless problems have occurred when 

operators failed to remove all tie-down chains or anchor bolts. 
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TECHnoLoGy

Misconception 2: Upper Limit Switch

Misconception. When I lift, I need all the height I can get, so I must lift until I 

hit the upper limit switch.

Fact. The upper limit switch in a hoist is designed to prevent the hook 

assembly from colliding with the jib top sheaves. It is a safety device, not an 

operational device. If  the ultimate upper limit switch fails, the hook block and 

the jib top will collide and the wire rope may fail, dropping the load.

If  an operational upper limit switch should be necessary, the crane makers 

can install a second switch that is wired in a fail-safe mode. That way, if  the 

operational limit switch fails and the ultimate upper limit is struck, the hoist 

still will turn off. Failure of  the ultimate limit switch shuts down the hoist in 

the full up position, telling the operator to get help. If  you don’t wire it in this 

manner, you won’t be able to tell when the first switch has failed until they 

both fail and the crane drops the load.

Misconception 3: Limit switches restrict my hoisting 
capabilities

Misconception. Limit switches can be adjusted or even turned off  

according to my personal requirements. 

Fact. Limit switches are installed to restrict the operator of  using the crane 

outside its design window. The crane mechanisms and strength are only 

designed to operate within this window. Operating outside of  the window 

may lead to failure of  certain components. On top of  this, it increases the 

chance of  colliding with other structures on the ship.

Misconception 4: daily inspections

Misconception. The crane worked yesterday, so I can assume it will  

work today.

Fact. Daily inspection is the simplest but most overlooked rule of  crane 

operation. Many national regulatory bodies require it. This inspection doesn’t 

require a maintenance person, just a “common-sense” check list. It should 

take one operator about ten minutes at the beginning of  each shift:

n Look. Take a quick survey of  the area. Does the crane look to be in 

operable condition? Have any parts fallen to the floor? Is anything 

hanging? Are there any signs of  collisions or damage?

n Listen. Start running up the hoist. Do you hear any unusual sounds? Does 

the hook stop when it hits the upper limit switch or when it is lowered to 

the bottom? Does the slewing movement sound right? Does the hoist 

appear to be working in all directions, and are the buttons’ directions 

consistent with the movement? (Remember, if  the power phases have 

been reversed, the directions buttons will be wrong, and all safety circuits 

will be disabled.) Are the limit switches in place and functioning?

n Document. On the daily inspection sheet, check off  that the crane looks 

and sounds operational and that it performed normally. Afterward write 

your initials.

Limit switches are installed to prevent collision with other objects within  
the perimeter of the crane’s jib. 
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Misconception 5: Stevedores 

Misconception. The stevedores will know how to properly handle the crane. 

They have enough experience.

Fact. Vessels have suffered many breakdown / damage to crane 

components due to mishandling by stevedores. To prevent such occurrence 

it is recommended to implement below procedures which were sent to 

some vessels within the Anglo-Eastern fleet but applies to all. Before 

handing over the cranes to stevedores for operation:

n Stevedores are to be requested for submitting a copy of  Certificate for 

grab / pay loader / cherry picker or any other heavy items indicating 

weight (tare as well as gross). Same must be compared with the name 

plate on the equipment itself. Without certificate this equipment is not be 

hoisted by ship’s crane. 

n Stevedores are to be instructed for not resetting the crane alarms 

(as this may have severe consequences if  they reset without proper 

troubleshooting) and instead inform duty officer who in turn can inform 

Electrical Officer and Chief  Engineer for further trouble shooting. It is 

suggested to fabricate a hinged box (made of  acrylic sheet) with lock 

facility and fix on the control panel to prevent the crane operator from 

resetting.

n Crane operational limits (for which there is no automatic safety 

protection device) as described in the instruction manual must be clearly 

explained to the stevedores to operate the cranes within the limit. It is 

recommended to prepare a summary sheet of  these limits from the 

instruction manual to hand over a copy to the stevedores. For example 

these limits are trim, heel, angle of  hook operation.

n Ship’s wire slings, shackles etc. must not be used for lifting of  shore 

equipment.

Stevedores should be well informed about the maximum load capacity of the grab 
based on the cargo density and the crane capacity.

“Misconception: the stevedores will  
know how to properly handle the crane.  
They have enough experience. 

”
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Misconception 6: Hook and Grab operation

Misconception. There is no difference between operating the crane  

with the hook or with a grab.

Fact. The difference is huge and affects the crane and its components’ 

service life massively. If  the crane is equipped with a switch for changing 

between grab and hook mode, it is mandatory to do so. If  the crane is 

not equipped with such a switch, the maximum load capacity has to 

be calculated based on the cargo density, grab dead weight and other 

miscellaneous. 

Misconception 7: Rush, rush and be done with it

Misconception. Deck cranes are robust and indestructible machinery.  

We can handle them without care. The faster we move the cargo the quicker 

we’re done with the job. 

Fact. Handling deck cranes without care and trying to rush is one of  

the major causes of  deck crane break-downs. High accelerations leads 

to excessive stresses on the crane structures, rope sheaves, hydraulic 

machinery and especially on the slewing bearing. Failure of  a single crane 

component results in down-time of  the whole crane. More often than not it 

takes several hours or even days to track and solve the problem.

Images courtesy of  MacGregor and Guven Grab.

“Handling deck cranes without care  
and trying to rush is one of the major 
causes of deck crane break-downs. 

”

TECHnoLoGy
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Mr. Rajendra Singh is the General Manager of  

the office, which is staffed with three Senior 

Technical Superintendents, one Human 

Resources Manager and one Technical 

Officer; the team has an average of  more than 

25 years of  experience in the marine industry.

Harsh Arctic conditions

This office provides technical management 

for two of  the largest ice breaker mine 

support Ore-Bulk-Oil (OBO) carriers in the 

world operating in the Canadian Arctic. The 

team takes pride in taking up the challenge 

in managing the crew and vessels to the 

high company standards in the harsh Arctic 

winter conditions when ships are expected to 

manoeuvre their way through the polar ice.

First hand support is provided to all AEUG 

managed bulk carriers and container vessels 

Montreal office

Home base for Arctic,  
St. Lawrence Seaway and  
Great Lakes

From Left to Right: Harpreet Kalra, 
Loredana Moise, Rajendra Singh, 
Patricia Godin and Rajiv Pal

calling in the region for various repairs  

and logistical needs, including routine 

technical inspections and co-ordinating  

with local contractors and service providers. 

In addition to facilitating AEUG managed 

vessels when calling in the region, the team 

also carries out pre-purchase and condition 

evaluation inspections of  various vessels in 

the region for clients.

vital reporting and monitoring 

During the harsh winter months, the office 

provides daily information on ice and 

weather conditions to vessels calling at  

ice-affected ports in St. Lawrence and 

Eastern Canada. Progress of  the vessels 

passing through the seaway is monitored 

closely by the office especially during the 

opening and closing of  the seaway for the 

winter season. 
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MonTREAL oFFiCE

The Anglo-Eastern Montreal office was established in 1994, 
providing technical, operational and QHSE support services  
to all Anglo-Eastern Univan Group managed vessels calling  
at Great Lakes and Canadian ports. 
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The award was presented to Capt. Vinay 

Singh, Managing Director of  AESM India; 

for the highest placement and retention 

of  seafarers along with the best training, 

development and welfare measures adopted 

by the company.

Three-time champions

This is the third time that Anglo-Eastern has 

won this coveted award in India, which is 

more than any other company in this category.

Anglo-Eastern Maritime Academy also  

made the list of  finalists for “Training Institute 

of  the Year.” 

A heartfelt dedication

“I dedicate this award to our staff  and thank 

them for their dedicated and tireless efforts 

towards this achievement” said Capt. Vinay 

Singh, in his acceptance speech.

The council for the Samudra Manthan awards 

includes distinguished stalwarts from the 

shipping administration and stake holders 

along with objective assessment by CARE 

rating agency.

“I dedicate this award to  
our staff and thank them for  

their dedicated and tireless efforts 
towards this achievement.

”Capt. Vinay Singh

Manning Company of  
the year Award 2016

Anglo-Eastern Ship Management india Pvt Ltd sweeps  
“Samudra Manthan – Manning Company of the year”  
award in Mumbai.

AWARd

10
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The result was 

announced by  

the National 

Oceanic and 

Atmospheric 

Administration 

(NOAA) on 4 

January 2017.

Top of the world
 

LPG/C Sigas Silvia was delivered in June 

2007 and has since participated in voluntary 

weather observation and reporting to  

NOAA, USA. The vessel’s staff  motto is  

“to assist the maritime field”. The ship  

held the title of  top weather observer in  

the AEUG fleet since 2013 and finally 

became number one in the world in 2016.

 

Many other AEUG managed vessels have 

also contributed in their respective areas  

in line with the company’s objective to 

enhance maritime safety. Another vessel 

under AEUG, LPG/C JENNY N, also made 

the global top 10 in 2016.

The AEUG managed gas carrier LPG/C Sigas Silvia  
has won the prestigious 2016 “World Championships  
for Manual Weather observing Ship”.

Leading Weather  
observing vessel –  
LPG/C Sigas Silvia

LEAdinG WEATHER oBSERvinG SHiP



His grandfather was a seaman, which 

inspired him to follow in his footsteps. 

Through his journeys, he found this was the 

right choice for him and has not regretted 

following this path.

Many parts of  the job have been extremely 

satisfying. But solving problems before 

setting sail always grants the most 

satisfaction. Ensuring all crew members are 

happy and enjoying their time on the vessel 

also puts a smile on his face.

Problem-solving

Having worked from the bottom up to where 

he is now, Mr. Boykov has many memorable 

moments and stories. One of  his most 

noteworthy day happened in his very first 

contract, working as a OS. The ship had a 

problem with one of  the cranes onboard, and 

the Bosun had spent the whole day trying to 

deal with the problem. Mr. Boykov later went 

to help him and after 15 minutes, they had 

the problem remedied and the crane working 

again. “It was a great chance to have hands-

on experience very early on in my career.”

Of  all the amazing things that come with 

working on a ship, his favourite moments are 

the times when they call ports in Ukraine, 

especially in Odessa. As it is my motherland, 

being there reminds me of  home after being 

away for long periods of  time.

In his spare time, he usually likes to work  

out in the gym. But as a training officer,  

he takes out a few hours every day to train 

the cadets. “This is very important to me 

as they are the younger generation and the 

future of  our company and industry.”

12

Chief Officer of M.V. CMB Coralie

Mr. Kyrylo Boykov

“Of all the amazing things 
that come with working on a 
ship, my favourite moments 
are the times when we call 
ports in Ukraine, especially  
in Odessa.

”

CREW

Mr. Kyrylo Boykov comes from 
odessa, Ukraine. He started 
sailing in 2003.
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Compared to some of the other crew members, Mr. Lean Mark 
Tupino Sanada has worked on ships for relatively shorter period. 
He started sailing 4 years back as a deck cadet.

ordinary Seaman of M.V. CMB Coralie

Mr. Lean Mark Tupino Sanada

“As he started building up his 
maritime career, he is aiming to become 

a successful officer one day.

”

Like many others, he began exploring a 

career onboard because working onboard 

offers a better salary than many land-based 

jobs. As he started building up his maritime 

career, he is aiming to become a successful 

officer one day.

Painting at a height

Of all the duties and task that he has done, 

he finds painting cranes and funnels the 

most adventurous. Unlike painting the deck 

or hull, working around these machineries 

and equipment provides a different and 

unique environment.

Working on a ship also has its perks of  

visiting different beautiful scenic places. 

Montreal is one of  the ports Mr. Sanada 

enjoys greatly. Through the Seamans 

Club, they can travel around the city to go 

sightseeing with all their transportation 

provided. Another reason he likes berthing  

in Montreal is getting time to visit his 

relatives, who he doesn’t get to see often.



He started off  as a Technical Officer, 

assisting Technical Superintendents working 

closely with the ships and suppliers. His 

duties included arranging stores and spares 

for ships, arranging surveys and repairs, 

and assisting in document and budget 

control, to name a few.

With the growth of  AEUG and the industry, 

more Technical Officers are entering 

the company. In 2015, Rico put aside 

his Technical Officer duties and moved 

to Technical Officer Training. His main 

duties now are to ensure proper training 

of  purchasing systems and procedures, 

guide and assist new Technical Officers 

when problems arise with order purchasing, 

invoice checking and arrangement details, 

and organizing ship visits for all staff, new 

and old, when ships are calling Hong Kong 

in order to learn more about the maritime 

industry.

Learning independence

Although he officially took up the new duties 

of  Technical Officer Training only a few years 

back, he is no stranger to training. In 2004 

he was temporary transferred to Antwerp to 

assist in setting up the new office. This was 

one of  his most memorable experiences, 

working in AESM. As it was only temporary, 

he had to leave his family and stay alone in  

a foreign country. During this time, he had  

to learn to do everything himself, no matter 

at home or in the office. With the help of   

Mr. A.K. Benerjee, Fleet Director of  AESM 

HK, his stay in Antwerp lasted half  a year.

“Although I was away from home, it was a 

great experience for me. It made me more 

confident and independent.”

Away from work, Rico keeps a balanced 

and healthy lifestyle. He plays tennis once 

a week with colleagues, and occasionally 

badminton. Not only is it good exercise, 

but it also provides a chance for building 

good relationship and communication with 

colleagues from other departments.

Shore employee 

Rico Cheng
Rico Cheng is from Hong Kong, 
and has worked in the  
Anglo-Eastern headquarters 
for over two decades. 

“In 2004 I was temporary 
transferred to Antwerp to assist in 

setting up the new office. This was one 
of my most memorable experiences, 

working in AESM. 

”
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At Anglo-Eastern Univan Group, we realise the 
importance of training our shipboard staff over and 
above the statutory requirements in order to operate 
our ships effectively.  

Ballast Water 
Training at  
Anglo-Eastern 
Maritime Academy

As a first in the world, Anglo-Eastern Maritime Academy (AEMA) in Karjat, 

Mumbai has been carrying out training on actual ballast water treatment 

plants of  two different principle types, Optimarin Filtration/UV and 

Techcross Electrocleen® Electro-chlorination Systems. The two systems 

cover over 70% of  the BWTS technology plants presently installed onboard 

ships. Optimarin is also the first manufacturer to have secured the “USCG 

Type Approval” certification in December 2016. 

“Hands-on” training

The International Convention for the Control and Management of  Ships’ 

Ballast Water and Sediments (BWM Convention) will enter into force on 

8th September 2017. This requires ships to follow the “D2” standard of  

treatment of  ballast water and sediment control. The convention also 

requires shipboard staff  to be trained in the system and maintain records of  

ballast water operations. Training on these two BWTS at the Mumbai training 

centre has been ongoing since late 2015. The plants commissioned by the 

manufacturer with the help of  the course trainers remain fully functional in 

terms of  providing “hands-on” training to shipboard staff. 

“As a first in the world, Anglo-Eastern Maritime 
Academy in Karjat, Mumbai has been carrying out 
training on actual ballast water treatment plants.

”
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TRAininG
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BoCiMAR SEMinAR

Bocimar Seminar 
in odessa

The seminar was opened by Capt. Oleg Lukyanchenko, Director of   

Anglo-Eastern Ukraine, who warmly greeted all the attending seafarers  

and introduced Bocimar and Anglo-Eastern Univan Group representatives 

and special guests. 

This was followed by a welcome speech and keynote address by  

Mr. Harald Klein, Managing Director of  Anglo-Eastern Ship Management.

The seminar was interactive and addressed various subjects including 

bunkering and bunker management, E-bills, Port State Control, third party 

inspections, and detailed reviews on the fleet statistics and fleet incidents.

on october 5 and 6, 2016, representatives of Bocimar, 
Anglo-Eastern Antwerp, Anglo-Eastern Ukraine  
and Ukrainian officers gathered in Odessa for the 
Annual Bocimar Seminar. 
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“The seminar was opened by  
Capt. Oleg Lukyanchenko, Director of 
Anglo-Eastern Ukraine, who warmly 
greeted all the attending seafarers. 

”

Ballast management – a hot topic

One of  the most notable subject was focusing on Ballast 

Water Management Systems. Different issues were 

mentioned, such as the difficulties of  implementation of  

the Ballast Management Convention requirements which 

is coming into force in September 2017, and the lack of  

practical experience of  the BW Treatment System.

Day two of  the seminar was conducted for junior officers 

and addressed the issues of  bunkering, third party 

inspections, technical breakdowns, and recent incidents.

The event was attended by a total of  70 officers.

The seminar ended with cocktails, dinner, live music  

and a dance show where the seafarers and their spouses 

could enjoy their time and communicate informally.

valuing dedicated professionals

Today, when shipping is still suffering from oversupply of  

tonnage and freight and hire rates are lower than ever, 

highly professional and experienced people, dedicated  

to the Company, are of  tremendous value. 

We would like to thank all the officers for 

active participation in the seminar and 

express our hope for further success 

working together, both onboard and ashore.
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nEW SHiPS

Ship management

new ships  
joining the fleet

M.V. Courageous is a  

181,008 DWT bulk carrier owned by  

Teh-Hu Cargocean Management 

Co. Ltd. On 8th November 2016, she 

cameunder the able command  

of  Capt. Anshul Kumar and  

C/E Sateesh Kumar Pitchaiyappan.

M.T. Bochem London is  

a 19,950 DWT tanker owned  

by Bocimar International. She came 

under management on 28th November 

2016 under the command of   

Capt. Devakinandan Edupuganti and 

C/E Deepak Josico Do Rosario Souza.

LPG/C Ellington is a 16,932 DWT 

LPG carrier owned by Petredec Ltd.  

She set sail on her maiden voyage under 

the able command of  Capt. Kamaldeep 

Singh and C/E Ashuvir Gahlot on  

5th January 2017.

M.T. Namsen is a  

157,543 DWT tanker owned by  

Diamond S Management. She came 

under the able command of   

Capt. Vikash Ranjan and  

C/E Bharat Namdeorao Sasane on  

18th November 2016.

M.V. Delphis Finland is a 1900 TEU containership owned by  

Delphis N.V. She came under management by the able command of   

Capt. John Bosco Moniz and C/E Pavel Glebov on 22nd November 

2016. Also, owned by Delphis N.V. is containership M.V. Delphis 
Gdansk. On 3rd January 2017, she set sail on her maiden voyage  

from Busan, Korea under the command of  Capt. Sukhjinder Singh 

Randhawa and C/E Evgeny Shumakov.



M.V. Quebec Express and M.V. Limari are  

both containerships owned by Hapag-Lloyd. M.V. Quebec 

Express came into management on 11th November 2016 

under the command of  Capt. Kishor Vilasrao Dinde and  

C/E Bijoy Perumpalath Padmanabhan. And M.V. Limari came 

under the able command of  Capt. Shaunak Sudhir Kerkar  

and C/E Rama Rao Prathi on 12th December 2016.

M.T. Nucleus and M.T. Nautic are  

both 307,284 DWT tankers owned by  

Euronav N.V. M.T. Nucleus came into management 

on 12th December 2016 under the command of  

Capt. Mithilesh Kumar Chaudhary and  

C/E Kumaravel Paramasivam. Following shortly  

on 9th January 2017, M.T. Nautic came under  

the able command of  Capt. Rathin Atul Dave and 

C/E Jayakumar Valiyaveettil Raman Nair.

M.V. Unity Explorer 

is a 60,652 DWT bulk carrier 

owned by DAO Shipping Ltd. 

She came under management 

on 2nd November 2016 under 

the command of  Capt. Maksym 

Anatoliy Markov and  

C/E Yaroslav Koshkul.

M.V. NYK Crane is a 14,026 TEU 

containership owned by NYK. She came into 

management under the able command of  

Capt. Malvinder Singh and C/E Rajini Kumar 

Bhaskaran on 30th November 2016.

M.V. PSU Tenth is a 209,546 DWT bulk 

carrier owned by RGL Shipping. She set sail 

on her maiden voyage on 3rd January 2017 

under the command of  Capt. Zhou Bin and 

C/E Xue Yong Jun.
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viEW FRoM THE SEAFARER’S WiFE

Life at sea is not a bed of  roses – neither  

for the seafarer nor for his wife. Becoming 

an accomplished seafarer is not an 

overnight process; it takes years to 

understand the sea in all its moods. You 

can read all you want about exciting tales 

of  maritime adventures and listen endlessly 

to the enthralling experiences of  people 

who have been at sea. But until you have 

hands-on experience, you will never be  

able to comprehend the wiles of  the sea.

A sailor’s life is unique, and so is that of  his 

life-mate, who has to accept and accustom 

herself  to his alternate presence and 

absence. As a journalist, work kept me fully 

occupied, with the result that even after 

almost four years of  marriage, I had never 

been on board a ship. But that was about  

to change.

The life of a seafarer is not for everyone. With 
the weather as temperamental as the sea to 
not being able to run out to the local market 
should you have forgotten something, it’s an 
adventure for life – that can also get addictive.

Tales from the  
maiden voyage “Becoming an accomplished 

seafarer is not an overnight process;  
it takes years to understand the sea  

in all its moods. 

”
MAy 2015
After all this time, we finally decide to sail 
together. My heart is filled with trepidation. 
My first thoughts: Will I like it? What will I do 
onboard? Will i get bored? What if i feel like 
coming back within a week?

Shrugging away these unwelcome thoughts, we 
get down to the nitty-gritty of an international 
sea voyage. A string of bad luck with the 
paperwork dampens our growing enthusiasm. 
i am beaten and upset when informed that i 
cannot sail with my husband. i would, however, 
be able to join him later. i have no option but to 
accept the situation. 

JULy 2015
He is due to sail and i have to begin counting 
down the days once again. But for a different 
reason this time. i impatiently wait to embark 
on my maiden sea voyage. My excitement 
knows no bounds as i begin the task of packing, 
and let me tell you, it can be a real challenge.  

if you forget something, you cannot run up  
to the local store to get it! i also start to connect 
with friends who have sailing experience. 
needless to say, all of them gave me helpful 
advice and share their packing lists. 

AUGUST 2015
My tickets to Uruguay finally arrive. I am 
thrilled and nervous at the same time – thrilled, 
obviously because i am joining my husband  
and adventure is in the air, nervous because 
I have to go through a 22-hour flight all by 
myself. i have never travelled alone before!  
I board the flight 
and after an 
excruciatingly 
long journey, 
i reached my 
destination. The 
day has finally 
arrived for me to 
set foot on board  
Saga Andorinha!

diary of a sea voyage



AT SEA
A seafarer’s wife 
must hold safety and 
security in high regard 
while on the vessel 

– which is why on day 1, i was appraised of all the safety 
regulations. i took a tour of the vessel and familiarized myself 
with its various spaces. next, i unpacked and began settling 
down in my new home.

We set sail the same day and headed for Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
I was completely floored by the vastness of the ocean. The 
sheer beauty of the dancing sunbeams on the shimmering 
blue waters made me ecstatic. My heart overflowed with an 
insatiable desire to sail across the endless ocean to the farthest 
corners of the world. Words are insufficient to describe what 
i went through. Most of all, i enjoyed being there with my 
husband, as they say, “through thick and thin”, or rather for me 
it was through the Atlantic and the Mediterranean.

Ships go through their own share of problems – from crane 
breakdowns to technical snags in the engine room, from the 
discovery of a damaged anchor to carrying out a medical 
evacuation. All in all, life at sea is all about survival.

i soon realized that the weather on the ship is as changeable 
and unpredictable as the sea itself and i was completely swept 
off my feet. Cool and pleasant with gently falling rain one 
moment to being warm and sunny the next. The shift can be 
dramatic, with sunny afternoon skies turning into frightening 
thunderstorms accompanied by high winds, flashing skies and 
incessant rain. While friendly weather can greatly add to the 
enjoyment of a sea voyage, a sudden thunderstorm could turn 
that wonderful summer’s day into a nightmare. i struggle to 
capture in words the might of the wind, rain and sun that i 
had the good fortune to witness while at sea. it is a ceaseless 
wonder and humbling too.

Encounters with nature

It’s fantastic to stand at the bridge of  the ship with  

the wind blowing through your hair, and 

the gentle spray of  salty water on your 

face. I managed to get some breath-

taking glimpses of  whales, dolphins and 

ocean-wandering sea birds; some of  the 

latter are found nowhere else in the world.

Whales are relatively easier to spot – 

you know they are frolicking around 

somewhere close by when a jet of  

water suddenly shoots up from the sea. 

Dolphins announce their arrival with a 

mass of  bubbles intermixed with clicks and whistles.  

And then suddenly you see them all around, swimming  

past inches away from the vessel. They tend to come 

closer to the ship because of  their friendly disposition. 

These encounters with nature were brief  but intense. Their 

memories will leave an undeniable and long-lasting stamp 

on the mind of  the viewer.

Seafarers face a tough life, living under harsh conditions  

and spending interminable months of  painful separation 

from their families. The crew members aboard serve 

extremely long contracts 

as compared to deck 

officers. Many of  them 

sign up for the love of  

adventure, but in most 

cases, that soon fades 

away. Seafaring is a 

career, like any others, 

comes with perks as  

well as disadvantages. 

But the main benefit 

is that it allows the person to offer substantial support to 

the families back home to a much greater degree than 

they could hope to do on land. In exchange, the common 

sacrifice made is a life of  separation, 

punctuated with all too brief  spells ashore.

Everything magnified

When at sea, surrounded by water with  

no land in sight, a week feels like a month. 

After three-quarters of  your journey is

completed, homesickness gets the better

of  you. A ship at sea is like a remote

island disconnected from the rest of  the

world. Everything becomes larger than life.

If, however, you are a person whose spirit of  adventure 

overrules all obstacles, then riding the waves could very  

well be the life for you. 

Article written by Ms. Sarah Kadan
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“I was completely  
floored by the vastness  
of the ocean. The  
sheer beauty of the  
dancing sunbeams on the shimmering  
blue waters made me ecstatic. 

”



oxfam Trailwalker 2016 

It was the thrill of  walking 100km in 48 hours and the cause 

for the “Girl Child Education”, which got the team interested. 

As middle-aged men, after traveling the world, they sniffed 

an adventure and were game to prove their hearts were 

larger than their waist lines. This was their second attempt  

at traversing those Sahyadri mountain trails, completing in  

37 hours and 42 minutes the first time.

From the time a decision was made to do the Trailwalker 

many months ago, a lot had been done in terms of  

preparation for the walk. As the days got closer, their lives 

became more hectic with both the training and logistics 

planning. But, just four days before the Oxfam 100km 

Trailwalker, they received a jolt when one of  the team 

members, Vaishak Chavan, an ex-Trailwalker himself   

was down with a Flu. It was a difficult decision for him to 

leave the team and a new member was urgently needed. 

Luckily they found Rajeev Sarang, General Manager 

(Technical) of  Anglo-Eastern Ship Management India. 

Rajeev is an avid marathoner and Triathlete; he fitted in  

like a glove in the team. 

The gruelling trek to Amby valley

On 8th Dec, the team checked into a nearby resort at the 

scenic Tamini Village. At 04:40 the next day, they were at  

the starting point ready to go. The Start Point was located  

at Garudamachi, 200km south of  Mumbai in the scenic  

hill around the Mulshi Lake. The walk was started by actor/

sportsman/fitness guru Mr. Rahul Bose at 06:00 sharp. The 

first leg was a gruelling 10.5km, 70 degree average incline 

climb of  over 110m. They slept at 23:00 to wake up again  

at 03:00 on the 10th to continue their trek. Finally, at 19:28, 

after 37 hours and 28 minutes, they reached their end point 

at Cloud 9 Hill Resort, Amby Valley.

The team would like to thank their supporters, well-wishers, 

donors and above all the senior management, both in 

Hong Kong as well as Mumbai for their support and 

encouragement.

Team Proud Mariners was represented by Ranjit Narayanan, 

Capt. Deepak Correa, Rajeev Sarang, and Capt. Sudipto 

Dasgupta. The AESM Support Team consisted of  Litchensa 

Fernandes, Kirti Yerurkar and Ajay Nadar, along with  

2 drivers. 
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When Team Proud Mariners decided 
to take the plunge to participate in the 
oxfam Trailwalker back in 2014, there was 
no looking back. “The challenge came into 
lives from an advertisement in the daily 
newspaper which caught our eyes.” 

nEWS

“The AESM Support Team were 
the back bone of the adventure, worked 
tirelessly right through the day and night. 
This was the best 37 hours of our lives  
and it is all for The Little Girl Child. 

”
 



This event focuses on cherishing food and helping the 

elderly have a happy Chinese Winter Solstice Festival.  

“Food Friend Action” is a program led by the People Service 

Centre with the mission to reallocate food resources to 

people living in poverty.

Reducing waste and redistributing to the needy

The volunteers received a brief  general training to help 

them understand the food wastage problem in Hong Kong. 

During the training, they mentioned over 1,800 tons of  food 

is wasted in Hong Kong every day.

After the briefing, volunteers went out to collect unsold 

vegetables, fruit and bread from the Shek Kip Mei Market.  

A total of  182.5kg of  unsold produces 

was collected in a short 15 minutes 

period. All the produces were then 

picked and packed to 40 baskets for 

distributions.

Before the volunteers started distributing 

the baskets, they got some time to greet 

and talk to the elderlies. Although it was 

only a short 2-hour event, it effectively 

reduced food wastage and re-distribute  

food for those in need.

“The elderlies were all very grateful of  the food baskets  

and the time we took out during this festive evening”  

recalls Audrey Shen, Operations Assistant Manager of  

Anglo-Eastern Hong Kong.

Members of  AEUG who participated include Elaine Leung, 

Charlene Lee and Audrey Shen, along with others from the 

office building.
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AESM volunteer

Winter Solstice Activity

nEWS

“A leading ship management 
company not only takes lead in 
maritime industry, but also makes  
its contributions to the society. 

”
 

on 16th december 2016, Anglo-Eastern 
Univan Group participated in a volunteer 
event organized by the Hong Kong office 
building management, Sunlight Tower. 
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noble Cricket Sixes

AEUG continues  
the cricketing tempo 
in Hong Kong

A total of  10 teams, including three visiting teams from 

South Africa, Jamaica and Dubai participated. The format 

was altered this year with two groups in the “round-robin” 

format, with five teams in each group.  

 

Team Managers 1 consisted of  players from Anglo-Eastern 

Univan Group, Bernhard Schulte Ship management 

and Misuga Kaiun Co. Ltd.  It was a bad start for Team 

Managers 1 on day one as they lost both games. The first 

game was against Team Cobras, the eventual winners of  the 

tournament from South Africa. The second game against 

Team Lawyers was a close match, which was decided on 

the last ball of  the game.

Back with a vengeance

The team came back with a vengeance on day two with two 

convincing wins against Team Samena from Dubai and the 

tournament hosts, Team Noble. Team Managers 1 ranked 

second in the overall ranking after the “round-robin” format, 

and thus qualified for The Plate Finals.

 

The Plate Final was against very talented Team Bankers. 

Despite a very spirited fight, Team Managers 1 placed as 

runners up in The Plate Finals and fourth in the tournament’s 

overall ranking.

 

Team Managers 1 was represented by Mandar Pendse, 

Rajeev Salwan, Rahul Tonapi, Nilesh Kambli, Sathish 

Gopinath, Prafful Jha and captained by Soma Nair.

 

Well done team and all the best for your future games!

“Team Managers 1 ranked 
second in the overall ranking after 
the “round-robin” format, and thus 
qualified for The Plate Finals. 

”
 

noble Cricket Sixes, one of the most 
eagerly awaited cricket tournaments in 
Hong Kong, was held at the Kowloon 
Cricket Club on 3rd – 4th december 2016.
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Editor’s note

In Issue 4 of  Leadership magazine on pages 8 and 9 there was a production error which led to incorrect photographs being placed 

alongside captions. We apologise for this error. 

M.T. Trysil Spirit

Team building 
through sport

The crew of  M.T. Trysil Spirit took the initiative of  making 

customised basketball jerseys to promote the importance of  

maintaining good physical health during long contracts. Through 

their passionate love of  basketball and these new uniforms, they 

frequently held friendly basketball matches onboard. This activity 

was more than simply exercise to them, it was a great way of  

team building and boosted moral amongst the crew.

Most sailors at sea are well aware of 
the fact that shore leave and other 
recreational activities are at a premium 
and rare. 

nEWS
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